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We study the possible contributions of dimension six operators containing fermion fields to Higgs
production at a 500 GeV or 1 TeV ee linear collider. We show that—depending on the production
mechanism—the effects of such operators can be kinematically enhanced relative to standard model (SM)
contributions. We determine constraints on the operator coefficients implied by existing precision
electroweak measurements and the scale of neutrino mass. We find that even in the presence of such
constraints, substantial deviations from SM Higgs production cross sections are possible. We compare the
effects of fermionic operators with those associated with purely bosonic operators that have been
previously discussed in the literature.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Uncovering the mechanism of electroweak symmetry-
breaking (EWSB) will be a central goal of future experi-
ments at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) and the planned
International Linear Collider (ILC) [1]. Although no direct
evidence for the standard model Higgs boson exists and it
is possible—as in many models of EWSB—that there
exist additional scalar degrees of freedom, precision elec-
troweak data favors at least one light scalar particle with
properties akin to those of the SM Higgs boson. If it is
discovered at the LHC, then measuring its properties will
be an important part of the LHC and ILC program. If only a
single Higgs scalar (H) is seen at the LHC, it is quite
possible that its interactions will differ from those of the
SM Higgs due to heavier degrees of freedom that are not
directly accessible at the next generation of colliders. In
this case, deviations of Higgs boson properties from SM
expectations could provide indirect clues about the nature
of physics above the TeV scale. This possibility has re-
cently been analyzed in a model-independent way by the
authors of Ref. [2], who considered the prospective effects
of dimension (n) six, purely (scalar) bosonic operators on
H production at the ILC, and in Ref. [3], where the the
potential impact of n  6 bosonic operators on H produc-
tion at the LHC were analyzed. In both cases, substantial
deviations from SM expectations appear to be possible. For
recent related work, see Ref. [4].
Here, we consider the possible impact of n  6 opera-
tors containing fermions on Higgs production at a 500 GeV
or 1 TeV linear collider, following the spirit of Refs. [2,3].
Such operators can be generated when heavy degrees of
freedom, associated with a scale  lying well above the
EWSB scale (given by the Higgs vacuum expectation
value, v  246 GeV), are integrated out of the larger
theory in which the SM is ultimately embedded. In this
case, physics at low scales is described by an effective
Lagrangian
 L eff 
X
n4;j
Cjn
n4
On;j; (1)
where the On;j are operators built entirely from SM fields
(and possibly right-handed neutrino fields) and where the
index ‘‘j’’ runs over all independent operators of a given
dimension. The operators with n  4 are just those of the
SM (including a Dirac neutrino mass term), while the
coefficients Cjn of the higher dimension operators are de-
termined by the details of physics above the scale . The
effective theory described by Eq. (1) will be valid so long
as   sp .
One may analyze the possible effects of n > 4 operators
by making rather gentle assumptions about the magnitude
of the operator coefficients. In the case of the n  6
operators of interest here, we find it useful to consider
the ratio of the Cj6=2 to the Fermi constant, GF 
1=

2
p
v2, that characterizes the strength of n  6 effective
operators in the SM. Assuming that the n  6 operators
arise from one-loop amplitudes containing particles of
mass , one would expect jCj6=GF2j & v2=1622 or
jCj6v2=2j & 102 for v. Taking jCj6v2=2j  102,
thus, gives a conservative benchmark for the magnitude of
the operator coefficients.1 In analyzing the general features
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of n  6 operator contributions to Higgs production in
ee annihilation, we will generally adopt this bench-
mark, bearing in mind that if the new physics involves
strong dynamics, the Cj6 could be considerably larger.
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Doing so will allow us to determine which operators may
have the largest possible effects.
After identifying the potentially most significant opera-
tors, we derive constraints on the Cj6v2=2 from electro-
weak precision observables (EWPO) and other con-
siderations. It is well known that EWPO imply stringent
bounds on operators that interfere with the SM amplitudes
for ee ! f f, and these bounds correspond to  *
10 TeV or more for Cj6  1 [6,7]. Below, we update the
limits obtained in Refs. [6,7] on the operators with the
largest prospective effects on Higgs production in ee
annihilation. However, operators that contain right-handed
neutrino fields do not interfere with the SM amplitudes for
ee ! f f, and their coefficients are not all constrained
by EWPO. For such operators, we turn to other consider-
ations, such as low-energy studies of weak decays and
neutrino mass ‘‘naturalness’’ considerations.
From our study of the n  6 operators containing both
scalar and fermion fields, we arrive at the following high-
lights:
(i) In contrast to the situation with purely bosonic n  6
operators, we show that the effects of n  6 opera-
tors containing fermions are generally required to be
smaller, due in large part to existing precision elec-
troweak data that agrees with SM predictions and
that constrains many of the relevant operators [6,7].
As noted above, the latter constraints are particularly
strong on operators that interfere with SM ampli-
tudes for ee ! Z0 ! f f. However, we find that
substantial deviations from SM Higgs production
cross sections are possible in some cases. In particu-
lar, n  6 operators that contribute to the ee !
HZ0 channel can generate large corrections to the
SM Higgsstrahlung (HZ) cross section at the ener-
gies considered here. The HZ cross section can be
separated from the gauge boson fusion process
through appropriate choice of final states or study
of the missing mass spectrum in ee ! He e.
Thus, a dedicated study of HZ would provide the
most sensitive probe of operators considered here.
(ii) Although operators containing right-handed neu-
trino fields have not been emphasized in earlier
effective operator studies of collider physics [6,7],
the observation of neutrino oscillations and the im-
plication of nonvanishing neutrino mass motivate us
to include RH neutrinos.3 Direct experimental limits
on operators containing RH neutrino fields leave
room for appreciable effects in Higgs production
in the missing energy (E6 ) channel, ee ! H 
  . It is possible, however, to argue for more strin-
gent limits on these effects by invoking neutrino
mass ‘‘naturalness’’ considerations [8,9]. Below,
we argue that if the only particles lighter than the
SM Higgs boson are other SM particles, then the
observation of large deviations from SM expecta-
tions for Higgs production with missing energy
without corresponding deviations in the Hq q and
H‘ ‘ channels would imply fine-tuning in order to
be consistent with the small scale of neutrino mass.
(iii) With the possible exception of operators which
would give magnetic moments to the quarks, op-
erators containing both Higgs and quark fields,
which contribute directly only to the ee !
H qq channel, yield small contributions since their
contributions are kinematically suppressed relative
to SM HZ for the energies of interest here and since
their operator coefficients are strongly constrained
by Z0 pole precision observables (except for top
quarks). While we do not directly constrain the
coefficients of the quark magnetic moment opera-
tors, we find for reasonable values of these coef-
ficients that their contributions to ee ! H qq
would also be small.
(iv) The possible effects of n  6 bosonic-fermionic
operators are quite distinctive from those associated
with purely bosonic operators. Effects of the latter
are rather generic to a variety of Higgs production
channels in ee annihilation, as they enter pri-
marily through modifications of the Higgs self-
couplings and Higgs coupling to gauge bosons [2]
and do not change the topology or analytic proper-
ties of the Higgs production amplitudes. Moreover,
these modified couplings can enter strongly in both
the HZ and gauge boson fusion cross sections and
can, in principle, substantially modify the ee !
H qq, H  E6 , and H‘‘ channels. In contrast, the
impact of the n  6 operators considered here is
quite channel specific, with the largest effects aris-
ing in processes dominated by SM HZ. Moreover,
the analytic structure and kinematic dependence of
the amplitudes generated by the n  6 Higgs-
fermion operators is distinct from that of the SM
HZ and gauge boson fusion amplitudes, a feature
not associated with the purely scalar operators.
Thus, a comprehensive program of Higgs produc-
tion studies would provide an interesting way to
disentangle the possible effects of purely bosonic
and Higgs-fermion operators in Higgs production at
a linear collider.
In the remainder of the paper, we provide details of the
analysis leading to these observations. In Sec. II we briefly
2This possibility was considered more broadly in Ref. [2]. See
also the discussion in Ref. [5].
3In doing so, we consider only Dirac neutrinos, deferring the
case of Majorana neutrinos to a future study
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review Higgs production in the SM. While the latter is
well-known, we include a short discussion here to provide
a backdrop for discussion of possible deviations from SM
expectations, as the impact of the operators we consider
depends strongly on both the production mechanism and
energy as well as on the mass of the H. Section III contains
a discussion of the n  6 operator basis. The heart of our
study lies in Secs. IV and V that contain, respectively, an
analysis of prospective deviations from SM Higgs produc-
tion due to the operators of Sec. III and an evaluation of
bounds on the corresponding operator coefficients obtained
from various phenomenological considerations. In arriving
at the latter, we follow a somewhat different procedure than
used by the authors of Ref. [6], though the numerical
differences are small. Section VI contains a discussion of
our results and their implications.
Before proceeding, we make a few additional comments
about our analysis.
(a) For simplicity we have considered the case of a
linear collider with unpolarized beams, although
the ILC will likely have one or both beams
partially polarized (see Ref. [10] and references
therein).
(b) We do not discuss changes in the Higgs production
cross section caused solely by modifications of the
fermion-gauge boson vertices in the SM Higgs pro-
duction amplitudes. Effects of this type do not entail
any change in the analytic structure or kinematic-
dependence of the SM amplitudes, and the con-
straints implied by precision electroweak data and
neutrino mass preclude the introduction of any sig-
nificant deviations from SM Higgs production cross
sections due to changes in these couplings.
(c) In principle, one should also consider modifications
of the SM Higgs-gauge boson couplings due to
contributions from n  6 fermionic operators to
the -decay amplitude. The HWW coupling de-
pends on both the SU2	L gauge coupling, g2, and
MW , while the HZZ coupling depends on g2, MZ,
and cosW , where W is the weak mixing angle. The
W boson mass, weak mixing angle, and g2 are
derived quantities that depend on the Fermi constant
obtained from muon decay, corrected for -decay
dependent radiative corrections and possible new
physics contributions to the muon decay amplitude.
Thus, any n  6 operators that contribute to the
-decay amplitude will affect the HWW and HZZ
couplings. In practice, the constraints implied by
precision electroweak data are too strong to allow
for observable effects in Higgs production cross
sections due to changes in the Higgs-gauge boson
couplings generated by n  6 fermionic operator
contributions to  decay.
(d) We concentrate on single Higgs production for sim-
plicity, though the extension to HH production is
straightforward.
(e) In this work, we do not consider operators that
contain top quark fields. We direct the interested
reader to Ref. [11].
II. HIGGS PRODUCTION IN THE STANDARD
MODEL
In the standard model, the Higgs boson can be produced
in ee collisions primarily by three mechanisms [12]. In
the Higgsstrahlung process (HZ), the H is produced with
an accompanying Z0 boson, which then decays to a
fermion-antifermion pair. In the WW-fusion (WWF) and
ZZ-fusion (ZZF) processes, the H is produced with an
accompanying e e and ee pair, respectively. The cross
sections for these three processes are shown in Fig. 1 for
s
p  500 GeV and 1 TeV for a range of Higgs masses. At
s
p  1 TeV, the WW-fusion diagram dominates, while at
s
p  500 GeV, WW-fusion and Higgsstrahlung can be
comparable. At lower energies (not shown here),
Higgsstrahlung dominates. The ZZ-fusion cross section is
smaller than WWF cross section by about an order of
magnitude at all energies. Thus, for

s
p  1 TeV, the
Higgs is primarily produced in conjunction with missing
energy. At lower

s
p
where HZ is important, however, one
must consider final states corresponding to all possible Z
decay products: q q (70%), missing energy (20%), and
charged leptons ‘‘ (10%).
In general, consideration of specific final state topolo-
gies associated with Higgs production and decay as well as
Z0 decay can be used to select the production mechanism.
For 114 GeV 
 mH & 130 GeV, the standard model
FIG. 1. SM contributions to the Higgs production cross
section.
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Higgs decays primarily to b b; for higher Higgs masses, the
main decay channel is WW. Thus, a final state with two
b-jets and missing energy would arise either from WWF
(high sp ), HZ (low sp with Z0 !   and H ! b b), or a
combination (intermediate sp ), and the corresponding
event topologies at a linear collider have been studied
[13] for light values of mH. The analysis of Ref. [13]
concluded that obtaining measurement of WWF with
10% precision or better would be feasible at a
500 GeV linear collider.
When H production is accompanied by a charged
lepton-antilepton pair (ee or  in the case of HZ
and ee in the case of ZZF), the Higgs production cross
section and mass can be measured independently of its
decay channel (including non-SM decays) [14]. The mass
can be reconstructed from the recoil mass of the ‘‘
system. The study of Ref. [14] considered the HZ process
at

s
p  350 and 500 GeV for 120 GeV 
 mH 

160 GeV and found that a measurement of the combined
Hee and H HZ cross section with 3% preci-
sion could be achieved. Additionally, studies have also
been performed for the case of HZ where Z ! q q
[15,16]. In what follows, we assume that each of these
event topologies can be identified experimentally, and we
study the corresponding impact of n  6 operators assum-
ing only SM decays of the H. We show that for some
operators, deviations from the SM Higgs production cross
sections could be larger than the experimental error
‘‘benchmarks’’ indicated above.
III. OPERATOR BASIS
The basis of n  6 operators containing the standard
model fields has been enumerated in previous works [3,6–
9,17,18]. Here, we include only those containing (1) the
SM Higgs doublet  with hypercharge Y  1 and (2) SM
fermion and/or RH neutrino fields. It is useful to distin-
guish three classes of such operators: (A) mass operators;
(B) operators containing only fields that transform non-
trivially under SM gauge symmetries (i.e., do not contain
R fields): and (C) operators containing right-handed neu-
trinos that are not mass operators.
Class A. We begin with the mass operators , of which
there are two:
 
O‘M;AB   LA‘BR		  H:c:
OM;AB   LA ~BR		  H:c:;
where LA and ‘A are left-handed lepton doublet and singlet
fields, respectively, ~  i2, and A, B are generation
indices. (Mass operators for quark fields are analogous.)
Operators containing a contracted pair of Pauli matrices,
such as La‘Rya	 can be related to the two opera-
tors above via a Fierz transformation.
The O‘M;AB and OM;AB can contribute to Higgs produc-
tion via the diagrams shown in Fig. 2. In the absence of
fine-tuning with the n  4 standard model mass operators,
their coefficients C‘M and CM are tightly constrained by the
‘ and  mass, respectively:
 
jC‘M;eej
2
&
2

2
p
me
v3
jCM;ABj
2
&
2

2
p
m;AB
v3
;
where m;AB is an element of the neutrino mass matrix
before diagonalization.4 In addition to this (large) suppres-
sion, the interference of these diagrams with the SM Higgs
production diagrams is additionally mass-suppressed due
to the fermion chiralities. Thus, the contributions of these
two operators to Higgs production are negligible, and we
will not consider them further.
Class B. These operators contain only fields that are not
SM singlets (i.e., no R):
 
OVR;AB  i fARfBR	D	  H:c:
OVL;AB  i FAFB	D	  H:c:
OVL;AB  i FAaFB	aD	  H:c:
Oq~V;AB  i dARuBR	D ~	  H:c:
OfW;AB  g2 FAa	fBRWa  H:c:
OfB;AB  g1 FA	fBRB  H:c:;
where FA indicates either the left-handed lepton (L) or
quark (Q) doublet for generation A and fA indicates the RH
fields for quarks or charged leptons of generation A. We
have included the ‘‘R’’ subscript on the latter for clarity.
The fields uAR and dAR denote the up- and down-type RH
quarks of generation A. The operator Oq~V;AB does not
contribute to Higgs production in ee annihilation since
it contains no neutral current component, so we will not
discuss it further. Other operators not appearing in this list
that nominally contribute to Higgs production, such as
 FAD	DfBR, can be eliminated using the equations of
motion in terms of the operators shown and four-fermion
operators that do not contribute to Higgs production (see
Ref. [21]).
Class C. Lastly, we consider operators containing R
that are not mass-suppressed and that contribute only to the
missing energy channel:
FIG. 2. Contribution of Class A operators (a) O‘M;AB and
(b) OM;AB to Higgs production.
4Suppression of these operators is natural in scenarios of
minimal flavor violation [19,20].
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 OV;AB  i ARBR	D	  H:c:
O ~V;AB  i ‘ARBR	D ~	  H:c:
OW;AB  g2 LAa ~	BRWa  H:c:
OB;AB  g1 LA ~	BRB  H:c:
For O ~V;AB, OW;AB, and OB;AB, we follow the notation of
Refs. [8,9]. Because of the presence of the R field, inter-
ference of tree-level diagrams containing these operators
with the standard model Higgs production amplitudes is
suppressed by the neutrino mass. Hence, we do not con-
sider these interference effects here and compute only the
contributions that are quadratic in their coefficients. As a
result, their contributions can be appreciable only if the
corresponding Cj6 are not loop suppressed.
IV. CONTRIBUTIONS TO HIGGS PRODUCTION
A. General considerations
Before considering in detail the corrections to various
production channels, we make a few general observations
regarding the operators and amplitudes that one may ex-
pect to be largest. To that end, we show in Fig. 3 the H
production amplitudes generated by the operators of
Class B and in Fig. 4 those generated by Class C operators.
The amplitudes in Figs. 3(a), 3(b), and 4(a) correspond to
taking the SM HZ amplitude and contracting one of the
two Z0 propagators to a point. In SM HZ, the initial Z0 is
far off shell for the energies considered here, while the final
Z0 propagator is resonant. Thus, we expect the contribu-
tions associated with Figs. 3(b) and 4(a) to be highly sup-
pressed relative to the SM cross section since they contain
no resonating Z0 propagator. In contrast, the amplitude of
Fig. 3(a) contains a nearly on shell Z0 propagator but no off
shell Z0 propagator. Consequently, it can be kinematically
enhanced relative to the SM HZ amplitude and can gen-
erate an appreciable contribution to H production, even in
the presence of strong constraints on the corresponding
operator coefficient (see Sec. V).
The corrections generated by the amplitudes of
Figs. 3(c), 3(d), 4(b), and 4(c) contribute to the HlA lB
(where at least one of A and B  e) and missing energy
channels. For large

s
p
, the H  E6 channel is dominated by
WWF wherein both W bosons are off shell. Thus, the
amplitudes of Figs. 3(c), 3(d), 4(b), and 4(c) experience
no kinematic suppression relative to the SM cross section.5
Even in the intermediate energy regime, where WWF and
HZ yield comparable contributions, the effects of
Figs. 3(c), 3(d), 4(b), and 4(c) can, in principle, be appre-
ciable. We reiterate, however, that for the operators con-
taining R fields, the amplitudes of Fig. 4 do not interfere
appreciably with the SM amplitudes, and their contribu-
tions can only be large when the operator coefficients are
not loop-suppressed.
We now turn to a detailed discussion of various operator
effects.
B. Class B operators
Here, we discuss in detail the possible effects of opera-
tors in Class B, which contain only fields that transform
nontrivially under SM symmetries.
1. OVR;AB
The contributions from operator OVR;AB depends on its
flavor indices A, B. For A  B  e, OVR;ee contributes to
FIG. 3. Contribution of Class B operators to Higgs production.
FIG. 4. Contribution of Class C operators to Higgs production.
5This situation contrasts with that of Fig. 3(b), which corre-
sponds to shrinking the resonating Z0 propagator in HZ to a
point, thus leading to a kinematic suppression relative to the SM
HZ amplitude.
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all Higgs production channels via the diagram in Fig. 3(a)
and additionally to the Hee channel via the diagrams in
Figs. 3(b)–3(d). In all cases, the exchanged gauge boson is
a Z0. As noted above, the analytic structure of the ampli-
tude for Fig. 3(a) differs from that of the SM HZ amplitude
only by the absence of the off shell Z0 propagator. The ratio
of its interference with the SM HZ amplitude to the SM HZ
cross section is, thus, given by
 
3a	HZint
HZ
 Cv
2
2
sM2Z	
M2Z
 sin
2W
2sin4W  12 sin2W  18	
; (2)
where we have omitted the label on the operator coefficient
for simplicity. For Cv2=2  102, this ratio is  0:54
and  2:2 for sp  500 GeV and 1 TeV, respectively.
The effect of 3a	HZint relative to HZ can be large for the
values of

s
p
studied here since in the SM HZ amplitude the
initial Z0 is far off shell with MZ 

s
p
; thus, the SM HZ
amplitude contains a kinematic suppression of roughly
2=s that does not enter the amplitude of Fig. 3(a).
For any of the final states of Hf f with f  , , , ,
or q, Eq. (2) gives the ratio of the contribution of OVR;ee to
the SM cross section. For the He e final state, the SM also
receives a contribution from the WWF process.6 Inter-
ference between WWF—which involves only a LH (RH)
initial-state electron (positron)—and diagram 3(a) con-
taining OVR;ee requires a Yukawa coupling on each of the
initial-state fermion lines, and is thus strongly suppressed.
For the Hee production channel, we must include the
interference of all of the diagrams shown in Fig. 3 with
both SM HZ and ZZF.
We have computed the contribution of OVR;ee arising
from interference with the SM amplitudes7 to the total H
production cross section using the CALCHEP package
[22,23]. Results are shown in Fig. 5, where we give the
ratio int=SM as a function of the Higgs mass for different
final state topologies, where int is the contribution to the
cross section of the interference between all of the dia-
grams in Fig. 3 and all of the relevant SM diagrams. We
observe that for the Hf f channels with f  , , , ,
or q, the ratio is independent of mH, as implied by Eq. (2).
In contrast, for the Hee and H  E6 channels, the ratio
varies with mH due to the additional contributions from the
SM WWF and ZZF processes as well as other diagrams in
Fig. 3. We also note that the effect of OVR;ee can be large
compared with the SM HZ cross section. Thus, one could
in principle discern the effects of this operator by analyzing
events that cannot be produced by the WWF process, such
as a dilepton pair and two b jets or two b-jets and two other
jets. In contrast, the relative effect of OVR;ee on the Hee
and H  E6 channels is considerably smaller, due to the
much larger SM ZZF and WWF contributions in these
cases.
In contrast to the situation with OVR;ee, the operator
OVR;AA, A  , , q contributes only through diagram
3(b). This diagram interferes only with the HZ amplitude
and contributes only to the H, H and Hq q
channels. The contribution of OVR; to the H
channel—relative to the SM cross section—is shown in
Fig. 6 as a function of mH. The results for OVR; are
identical; those for OVR;qqq  t	 differ from Fig. 6 only
due to the difference between the Zqq and Z‘‘ SM
couplings. As indicated in Fig. 6, the contribution from
OVR; to the H channel is & 103 of the SM cross
section, and we do not show the correspondingly small
correction from OVR;qq to the Hq q channel.
Comparing the contributions of OVR;ee and OVR; to
the H channel in Figs. 5 and 6, we can see that the
effects of diagram 3(b) are strongly suppressed relative to
those of diagram 3(a). As noted above, this suppression is
to be expected, since in the amplitude of Fig. 3(b) the Z0 is
always off shell (MZ 

s
p ), whereas for the values of sp
of interest here, on shell production of both the H and Z0
can occur for the amplitude of Fig. 3(a). As the same
arguments will hold for OVL;AB and OVL;AB, we will not
FIG. 5. Ratio of contribution of OVR;ee to SM Higgs produc-
tion cross section for (top) sp  500 GeV and (bottom) 1 TeV
for CVR;eev2=2  102. For

s
p  1 TeV, the line for the Hq q,
H and H channels is not shown; it has the value of
2:2, independent of Higgs mass.
6Since the neutrinos in the missing energy channel are not
detected, one may discuss the relative magnitudes of non-SM
contributions using the neutrino flavor basis.
7Here, we neglect the contributions that are not due to inter-
ference with the SM; we will defer discussion of the noninter-
ference terms to Sec. VI.
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consider the case of A  B  ,  for those operators
below.
2. OVL;ee
As with OVR;ee, the operator OVL;ee contributes to Higgs
production via the diagrams in Fig. 3(a)–3(d). In all four
diagrams, the gauge boson exchanged is always a Z0.
Diagram 3(a) contributes to all channels, in analogy with
OVR;ee above. This contribution of the interference of this
diagram with HZ obeys
 
3a	HZint
HZ
 Cv
2
2
sM2Z	
M2Z
12 sin2W	
2sin4W  12 sin2W  18	
:
(3)
This expression gives the ratio of the contribution of
OVL;ee-SM HZ interference to the SM cross section for
the final states of Hf f for f  , , ;, and q. However,
in contrast to the situation with OVR;ee, the insertion of this
operator diagram 3(a) will also interfere with WWF with-
out electron mass insertions (as well as with HZ and ZZF).
Additionally, OVL;ee contributes to the Hee channel
through diagrams 3(b)–3(d), all of which interfere with
HZ and ZZF, and to the He e through diagram 3(b)
(although this latter contribution is strongly kinematically
suppressed for the reasons discussed above). These con-
tributions are summarized in Fig. 7 for Cv2=2  102 as
a function of mH. As before, the relative effect on the Hf f
cross section is mH-independent for f  , , ;, and q,
whereas for the Hee and H  E6 channels, the relative
importance decreases with mH owing to the increasing
ZZF and WWF contributions.
As in the case of OVR;AA, the contribution from OVL;AA
for A  , , or q arises only from Fig. 3(b). Since the
corresponding effects are highly suppressed, we do not
discuss this case further.
3. OVL;ee
As in the previous cases, OVL;ee contributes to the
Higgs production cross section through all of the diagrams
in Fig. 3. However, unlike the operators OVR;ee and OVL;ee,
OVL;ee also contains a charge-changing component. Thus,
the gauge boson in diagrams 3(c) and 3(d) can be either a
Z0 or a W, so the insertion of OVL;ee in these diagrams
contributes to both the Hee and H  E6 channels.
Inserting OVL;ee in diagram 3(a) generates the same
contribution to all decay channels in the same manner as
OVL;ee, yielding the same contribution to the HZ cross
section as for OVL;ee [see, e.g., Eq. (3)]. The insertion of
OVL;ee in diagram 3(a) also interferes with ZZF and WWF
in the Hee and He e channels, respectively.
Additionally, OVL;ee contributes to these channels via
diagrams 3(b)–3(d). The contributions of OVL;ee to the
Higgs production cross section are shown in Fig. 8 for
Cv2=2  102.
As in the case of OVR;AA, the contribution from OVL;AA
for A  , , or q arises only from Fig. 3(b). Since the
FIG. 7. Ratio of contribution of OVL;ee to SM Higgs produc-
tion cross section for (top) sp  500 GeV and (bottom) sp 
1 TeV for CVL;eev2=2  102. For

s
p  1 TeV, the line for
the Hq q, H and H channels is not shown; it has the
value of 2.6, independent of Higgs mass.
FIG. 6. Ratio of contribution of OVR; to SM Higgs produc-
tion cross section for (top) sp  500 GeV and (bottom) 1 TeV
for CVR;v2=2  102. Curves for OVR; are identical.
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corresponding effects are highly suppressed, we do not
discuss this case further.
4. OfW;AB and O
f
B;AB
The operators OfW and O
f
B contribute to the magnetic
and electric dipole moments of the charged leptons.
Stringent limits on the electric dipole moments and non-
SM contributions to the magnetic moments exist for the
cases A  B  e and A  B   [24]. Limits on the
branching fractions  ! e,  ! e, and  !  tightly
constrain the cases where A and B are lepton fields and
A  B [24]. Thus, here we will only consider the possibil-
ities A  B   and A, B  qAqB.
OfW; and O
f
B; will contribute only to the H final
state; production occurs only through diagram 3(b).
Because of the derivative on the gauge boson field in
each of these operators, the kinematic suppression of this
diagram is not as severe as in the previous cases ofOVR;AB,
OVL;AB and OVL;AB.
We have calculated the contributions ofOfW; andO
f
B;
to the H cross section for Cjv2=2  102, neglect-
ing the Yukawa-suppressed contribution to the cross sec-
tion due to the interference of diagram 3(b) with the SM
HZ process. We find that the contribution to the cross
section is generally less than 0.1% for

s
p  500 GeV,
and less than 2% for

s
p  1 TeV. We also find that the
interference of diagram 3(b) with other (tiny) SM pro-
cesses which contain a Higgs insertion on one of the 
lines could give comparable contributions to the H
cross section.
For the case where A and B are light quark fields (u, d,
and s), interference with the SM diagrams can be neglected
as these contributions are Yukawa-suppressed. There is a
contribution to the HqA qB cross section that is NC  3
times larger than the A  B   noninterference cross
section discussed above and is, thus, negligible. In the
case where A  B  b or c, interference with the SM
diagrams can give additional contributions with magnitude
comparable to the noninterference contributions.
Current limits [24] on the  magnetic moment allow
values for CfB;v2=2 and C
f
W;v
2=2 of order unity.
Somewhat improved limits, but still significantly weaker
than CfB;W;v2=2  102 can be obtained from Z !
	. Similarly weak limits on the quark magnetic mo-
ment operators can be obtained from Z ! qA qB	.
However, we will take 102 as an estimate of the upper
bound for CfB;Wv2=2, as we do not expect new physics to
make a contribution to the magnetic moments greater than
the QED Schwinger term. Nevertheless, we do not rule out
the possibility that the coefficients of these operators could
be considerably larger due to strong dynamics above the
scale .
C. Class C operators
All of the Class C operators contribute only to the
missing energy channel since they contain R fields. The
Higgs production diagrams for these operators are
shown in Fig. 4. For each operator, the interference of
any amplitude in Fig. 4 with relevant SM amplitude is
m-suppressed, so we do not include the interference con-
tributions here. The resulting corrections to the SM Higgs
production cross sections are, thus, quadratic in the opera-
tor coefficients.
Since the final state neutrino-antineutrino pair is not
observed, we do not require their flavors to be the same.
As discussed above, the contribution from diagram 4(a) is
kinematically suppressed due to the off shell Z0 boson, so
we expect that only those operators contributing through
diagrams 4(b) and 4(c) will be able to generate substantial
contributions. The comparison between the contribution
from these operators to the H  E6 channel is given in
Fig. 9 for Cv2=2  102.
For Cv2=2  102 as assumed above, the correction
induced by the Class C operators is generally less than
103 of the SM cross section. However, if these operators
are generated by strong dynamics or tree-level gauge in-
teractions, their relative effects could be substantially
larger. In this respect, the operator O ~V;AB is particularly
interesting, as an operator of this type could arise in models
with mixing between LH and RH gauge bosons. Moreover,
it is not as strongly constrained by precision electroweak
data as the Class B operators, since it does not interfere
FIG. 8. Ratio of contribution of OVL;ee to SM Higgs produc-
tion cross section for (top) sp  500 GeV and (bottom) 1 TeV
for CVL;eev2=2  102. For

s
p  1 TeV, the line for the
Hq q, H and H channels is not shown; it has the
value of 2.6, independent of Higgs mass.
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with the SM amplitudes that contain only LH neutrino
fields. In Sec. V we discuss the various phenomenological
and theoretical constraints on O ~V;AB, including implied by
the scale of neutrino mass and naturalness considerations.
1. OV;AB
The operator OV;AB contributes to the missing energy
channel only via the diagram in Fig. 4(a) where the ex-
changed gauge boson is a Z0 and the final state contains a
right-handed neutrino and a left-handed antineutrino.
Thus, the contribution of this operator is strongly kinemati-
cally suppressed, as reflected in Fig. 9.
2. O ~V;AB
The gauge boson in O ~V;AB is always a W, and this
operator contributes to the missing energy channel via the
diagrams in Fig. 4(b) and 4(c). The final state contains one
right-handed neutrino and one right-handed antineutrino,
in the case of Fig. 4(b), or a left-handed neutrino and
antineutrino in the case of Fig. 4(c). As this operator
contributes through diagrams (b) and (c) whose effect on
the production cross section is not kinematically sup-
pressed relative to WWF , the relative importance of its
contribution is larger than that of OV;AB.
3. OW;AB and OB;AB
The neutrino dipole operators OW;AB and OB;AB contrib-
ute to Higgs production via diagram 4(a) wherein the
exchanged gauge boson is either a Z0 or a  and the final
state contains a neutrino and an antineutrino that are either
both right-handed or both left-handed. The insertion of
OW;AB in diagrams 4(b) and 4(c) only contain the W
boson; they contribute to the same final states as does
O ~V;AB. Note that since OB;AB contributes only through
4(a), its contribution will be suppressed relative to that of
OW;AB. Again, this feature can be seen from Fig. 9.
D. Flavor-nonconserving operators
Now, we consider the case A  B for those operators
having the potentially largest effects in the flavor-
conserving channels: OVR;AB, OVL;AB, and OVL;AB. Here,
we have two distinct cases, A or B  e, and both A, B  e.
The latter case can only contribute through diagram 3(b),
whose effect is kinematically suppressed. Hence, we
ignore this case. For all three of these flavor-nonconserving
operators, Higgs production can occur through diagrams
3(b) and 3(c) or 3(d), giving a final state containing e
or e. Although diagrams 3(b) (in the case of OVL;AB or
OVL;AB) and (c), and (d) (for OVL;AB only) could also
contribute to the missing energy final state, given the small
number of events involved (to be seen in Sec. V), we
consider only the final states with charged leptons, due to
their unique flavor-nonconserving signature. Results for
the case Cv2=2  102 are shown in Table I in units of
ab1. For a linear collider with 1ab1 of data, these num-
bers can be interpreted as numbers of events.
V. LIMITS ON OPERATOR COEFFICIENTS
Precision electroweak data constrains the magnitude of
many of the Cj6v2=2 to be considerably smaller than the
102 reference value used in Sec. IV. Constraints on a
subset of the Class B operator coefficients have been
obtained using data from LEP Z0-pole data [6] and from
a wider array of precision electroweak observables that
includes studies at LEP2 and low-energy experiments
TABLE I. Cross sections for flavor-nonconserving processes ee ! Hel, l  ,  for
Cv2=2  102. Both charge combinations are included. Results are in units of 106 pb.

s
p  500 GeV sp  1 TeV
mH 100 GeV 250 GeV 400 GeV 100 GeV 300 GeV 500 GeV
OVR;e‘ 3.4 0.72 0.024 28. 14. 4.2
OVL;e‘, OVL;e‘ 3.2 0.67 0.023 27. 13. 4.1
OνR,AB
O~ 
 V,eB
OB,AB
OW,AB
OνR,AB
O~ 
 V,eB
OB,AB
OW,AB
FIG. 9. Contributions of operators containing R to Higgs
missing energy final state for

s
p  500 GeV. Results are as a
fraction of total the standard model H  cross section, summed
over the three flavors. Curves are drawn for the case Cjv2=2 
102.
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[7]. Both analyses relied on the assumption of U3	5 sym-
metry and [7] performed fits to EWPO including the effects
of more than one operator simultaneously.
Here, we up-date these earlier analyses in a way that
focuses on the Class B and Class C operators with the
potentially largest effects in Higgs production. For the
Class B case, these operators are OVR;ee, OVL;ee, and
OVL;ee. For the Class C operators, the direct experimental
limits on the coefficient of O ~V;AB are weaker than our
reference value of 102. Since the effect of this operator
is quadratic in the corresponding coefficient, any signifi-
cant increase in its value could lead to a several percent
effect in the missing energy channel. We discuss the direct
experimental and indirect constraints on these operators
below.
In order to obtain constraints on OVR;ee, OVL;ee, and
OVL;ee, we have performed a fit to EWPO using the
GAPP routine [25]. The precision observables included
in this fit include the data collected from Z0 pole studies
at LEP and SLD and a variety of low-energy precision
observables, including cesium atomic parity violation [26],
parity-violating Møller scattering [27], elastic neutrino-
electron scattering [28] and deep inelastic neutrino-nucleus
scattering [29] (for a complete list of EWPO used, see
Ref. [24]). We have used the value 171:4 2:1 GeV given
in Ref. [30] for Mt.
For each operator, we derive bounds on the correspond-
ing Cj6v2=2 by including both the direct contributions to a
given observable as well as indirect effects that enter
through modifications of the SM input parameters. The
OVL;ee, for example, contains both neutral and charged
current components. The neutral current component modi-
fies the coupling of LH electrons to the Z0 and enters all
ee annihilation observables as well as those involving
low-energy parity-violating processes. The charge current
component contributes to the amplitude for muon decay.
Inclusion of the latter contribution modifies the value of the
Fermi constant, G, extracted from the experimental muon
lifetime and that is used to normalize all electroweak
amplitudes in the SM. It also indirectly affects the value
of sin2^WMZ	 that is a derived quantity in the SM given
G, 	, and MZ as inputs.
Our procedure differs that followed by Refs. [6,7] in a
few respects. First, we do not assume a U3	5 symmetry
that relates operators involving different fermion genera-
tions. For example, OVR;ee and OVR; are treated as
distinct. Although it is quite reasonable to assume that
flavor-dependent effects from physics above the scale 
are determined by Yukawa interactions (as in models with
minimal flavor violation) and are, thus, suppressed, we will
not make that assumption here. Second, the fits performed
in Refs. [6,7] allowed for the simultaneous contribution
from multiple effective operators and were correspond-
ingly performed for a fixed value of mH. Here, we instead
include the effect of only one operator and allow the value
of mH to remain a fit parameter.
The results for the three most important Class B opera-
tors are given in Table II, where we show the 1 results and
95% C.L. ranges for the Cj6v2=2 in the second and third
columns, respectively. In the last column, we give the fit
results for mH; for comparison, an SM fit, with the Cj6 set to
0, gives mH  84 33 24 GeV. We find that inclusion
of the operator containing eR fields tends to lower the best
fit value for mH, although it still falls within 2 of the
direct search lower bound, mH  114:4 GeV. In contrast,
the two operators containing first generation lepton
doublet fields increases the best fit value for mH. We also
observe that the constraints given in Table II are somewhat
weaker than those obtained in Ref. [7], presumably be-
cause we have not invoked a U3	5 symmetry and have
allowed the value of mH to vary.8 The results of our fit—
together with the analysis of Sec. IV—thus, indicate the
largest possible effects that one might anticipate for
Class B operators.
We have also checked that EWPO do not allow the
jCj6v2=2j to be larger than 102 for the other flavor-
conserving Class B operators by considering the Z0 pole
observables alone and comparing SM predictions for a
range of mH with the results obtained from LEP and
SLD. To this end, we obtain the SM predictions using
ZFITTER [31,32], which requires input values for MZ, Mt,
mH, 	sMZ	, and 	5	had. We take the following for our
ZFITTER inputs:
TABLE II. Bounds on coefficents Cj6 of the n  6 leptonic operators obtained implied by
electroweak precision observables (EWPO). First column lists the operator. Second column
gives result for Cj6v2=2 obtained from fit to all EWPO using the GAPP routine [25]. Third
column gives the 95% C.L. range on Cj6v2=2, while the last column gives the corresponding fit
values for the Higgs mass, mH.
Operator Cj6v2=2 95% C.L. range mH
OVR;ee 0:00037 0:000 41 0:0012;! 0:000 44 72 35 24 GeV
OVL;ee 0:000 53 0:00035 0:000 15 ! 0:0012 95 38 28 GeV
OVL;ee 0:000 39 0:000 39 0:000 36 ! 0:0011 90 36 26 GeV
8In the notation of Ref. [7], the operators OVR;ee, OVL;ee, and
OVL;ee correspond to Ohe, Osh‘, and Oth‘ when a U3	5 sym-
metry is assumed.
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 MZ  91:1876 0:0021 GeV23;
Mt  171:4 2:1 GeV29;
mH  200 100 GeV;
	sMZ	  0:1176 0:00223;
	5	had	sMZ	  0:1176	  0:02772 0:0002;
(4)
where the value for 	5	had is a linear interpolation of points
given in Ref. [33]. The range on mH is chosen to be
(possibly artificially) large to accomodate any possibility
that the current upper bounds on mH could be evaded with
the addition of the operators O6;j. The authors of Ref. [6]
find, for a particular Higgs mass, ranges of the operator
coefficients for which 
2  
2min < 3:85, where 
2min is the

2 of the SM fit with the operator coefficients set to zero.
They find values of the coefficients of OVR and OVL
which satisfy this criterion for values of mH as high as
300 GeV. Even when we include the error for this broad
range of Higgs mass, we still find limits on the operator
coefficients that are tighter than our reference value of
102.
These yield the following predictions for the SM ob-
servables:
 
Z ! inv	  501:399 0:216 0:201 MeV;
Z ! ee	  83:932 0:053 0:044 MeV;
Z ! 	  83:932 0:053 0:044 MeV;
Z ! 	  83:742 0:053 0:044 MeV:
The errors on these values were obtained by separately
computing the errors due to the uncertainties on the input
parameters given in Eqs. (4) and adding them in quadra-
ture. The asymmetry in the errors is due to the dependence
of the results on lnmH.
These predictions are to be compared with the experi-
mental values for the Z widths and branching fractions
[24]:
 
Z ! inv	  499:0 1:5 MeV;
Z ! ee	  83:91 0:12 MeV;
Z ! 	  83:99 0:18 MeV;
Z ! 	  84:08 0:22 MeV;
BRZ ! e	 <1:7 106 at 95% C:L:;
BRZ ! e	  <9:8 106 at 95% C:L:
The largest source of theoretical error in the SM pre-
dictions, as well as the asymmetry in the theoretical error,
arises from the range taken for mH. However, the experi-
mental error dominates over the theoretical error for all of
the above observables. The resulting bounds on the
Cv2=2 for the Class B operators are given in Table III.
We do not include bounds on the OVR;ee, OVL;ee, and
OVL;ee operators in this table because the GAPP fit pro-
vides significantly tighter limits than using the Z partial
widths alone.
From the limits on the branching fractions of the Z to
e and e, we can deduce limits on the coefficients
for OVR;AB, OVL;AB, and OVL;AB, where A  B and A or
B  e. We obtain
 

Cev
2
2
<0:0071; (5)
 

Cev
2
2
<0:017; (6)
at 95% C.L. for all three operators. As these coefficients
enter into the cross sections for these processes quadrati-
cally, we can see from Table I that these limits allow, for
example, as many as 80He events for a Higgs in the
low-mass region at a linear collider with

s
p  1 TeV. It
will be interesting to explore the feasibility of observing
these events at a linear collider.
Some, but not all, of the Class C operators are also
constrained by EWPO. To constrain CV;AB, we consider
the contribution of OV;AB to the invisible width of the Z
boson, inv. Although the measured value of inv disagrees
slightly with the SM prediction (the experimental value is
1:6 below the SM expectation) , OV;AB cannot explain
this small discrepancy, as it does not interfere with the SM
process and can only increase the cross section for Z !
  . We calculate the limit on this operator using the
procedure for obtaining one-sided confidence level inter-
vals given in Ref. [34].
TABLE III. 95% C.L. intervals on the coefficents Cj6 of the 6D
leptonic operators, multiplied by v2=2. In the case of OR;AB,
the limit is instead on
P
A;BjCABR j2v4=4.
Operator minCjv2
2
	 maxCjv2
2
	
OVR; 0:0027 0.0020
OVR; 0:0050 0.0007
OVR;e 0:0071 0.0071
OVR;e 0:017 0.017
OVL; 0:0017 0.0023
OVL; 0:0006 0.0043
OVL;e 0:0071 0.0071
OVL;e 0:017 0.017
OVL; 0:0039 0.0054
OVL; 0:0006 0.0043
OVL;e 0:0071 0.0071
OVL;e 0:017 0.017
OR;AB <:0068
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For the remaining operators, all of which contain R, we
consider first direct experimental constraints. For example,
the operator O ~V;eB also contributes to the Michel spectrum
for the decay of polarized muons. From the recent global
analysis of muon decay measurements reported in
Ref. [35] we obtain
 jC ~V;eBv2=2j 
 0:208 (7)
at 90% C.L. In contrast to the situation with the Class B
operators and OV;AB, the direct constraints on O ~V;eB are
considerably weaker than our benchmark 102 value for
Cj6v
2=2. Considerably more stringent expectations can be
obtained by observing that O ~V;eB contributes to the n  6
neutrino mass operator OM;AB through radiative correc-
tions. A complete renormalization group analysis of the
mixing between these operators was carried out in Ref. [9].
In order to avoid ‘‘unnatural’’ fine-tuning, the radiative
contributions to the neutrino mass matrix element mAB
due to OV;AB cannot be substantially larger than the scale
of neutrino mass itself. Using an upper bound of 1 eV for
this scale we obtain the following naturalness bound on
C ~V;eBv
2=2
 

C ~V;eBv
2
2
ln
v

<0:5 3	  103; (8)
where the range on C ~V;eB corresponds to 114 GeV<
mH < 185 GeV. The latter affects the renormalization
group analysis since the entries in the anomalous dimen-
sion matrix depend on the Higgs boson quartic self cou-
pling,   m2H=2v2.
The coefficients of the magnetic moment operators are
bounded by upper limits on neutrino magnetic moments
that range from 1010 to 1012 Bohr magnetons [36–41].
Taking the upper limit of these bounds implies that
jCW;ABv2=2j and jCB;ABv2=2j are no larger than
105. Neutrino mass naturalness considerations imply
bounds that are roughly 4 orders of magnitude more strin-
gent than those obtained directly from magnetic moment
limits. Either way, the effects of these operators on Higgs
production will be unobservable.
VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The bounds we obtain on the operator coefficients gen-
erally satisfy jCv2=2j< 102, implying smaller correc-
tions to the Higgs production cross sections than those
given in Figs. 5–9, for which we have used Cv2=2 
102. Nevertheless, comparing the bounds on jCv2=2j
for OVR;ee, OVL;ee, and OVL;ee with the results in Figs. 5,
7, and 8, we see that the interference with the SM HZ
process can be substantial in the Hf f channel with f  ,
, or q, with corrections of more than 5% (20%) allowed
for

s
p  500 GeV (1 TeV). The relative impact of these
operators on the Hee and H E6 channels is consider-
ably smaller, since the SM cross section receives large
WWF and ZZF contributions. Additionally, we have
checked the noninterference contributions of these opera-
tors and find that, for jCv2=2j  103 (toward the upper
end of the 95% CL range) the noninterference terms can
contribute an additional 3% to the Hf f cross section for
s
p  1 TeV. The contributions of the noninterference
terms to the Hf f channel at

s
p  500 GeV and to the
H E6 and Hee channels at either sp are all <1%.
Conversely, despite the less stringent limits on their
coefficients, the operators OVR;AA, OVL;AA, and OVL;AA
for A  , , or q cannot generate significant corrections
to the HA A production cross section, due to the kinematic
suppression of the corresponding interference amplitude
relative to SM HZ.
In the case of the Class C operators, which contribute
only to the H  E6 channel, the magnitude of possible
corrections is generally smaller than 103 of the SM cross
section, assuming Cv2=2  102. Amplitudes contain-
ing these operators do not interfere with SM amplitudes as
they contain RH neutrino states, so the quadratic depen-
dence of their contribution to the cross section on the
operator coefficients can lead to considerable suppression.
From our analysis of the limits in Sec. V, we conclude that
for OVR;AB, whose coefficient is constrained by the invis-
ible width of the Z0, the possible effect is negligible. A
similar conclusion applies to OW and OB, which are con-
strained by limits on neutrino magnetic moments. For the
operator O ~V;eB, the constraint on the coefficient implied
from the -decay Michel spectrum is more than an order
of magnitude weaker than assumed in obtaining Fig. 9, and
would allow the corresponding correction to the missing
energy channel to be of order 10% or more (recall that the
dependence on the coefficient is quadratic). On the other
hand, the bound obtained from neutrino mass naturalness
considerations is substantially smaller than jCv2=2j 
102, suggesting an unobservable contribution from this
operator to the H  E6 cross section. Thus, the observation
of a deviation in this channel without similar deviations in
the Hq q and H‘ ‘ channels—though unlikely—would
imply the presence of fine-tuning in order to avoid unac-
ceptably large radiative contributions to neutrino mass.
Summarizing the situation more broadly, we find that
there exists considerably less room for effects on Higgs
production from higher dimension operators containing
fermions than from purely bosonic operators. Constraints
from EWPO generally imply jCv2=2j  102. The im-
pact of this suppression can be overcome only in channels
that are dominated by SM HZ due to the absence of an off
shell Z0-boson propagator in amplitudes containing any of
the operators OVR;ee, OVL;ee, and OVL;ee. In contrast,
purely bosonic operators, such as @y	@y	, can
lead to potentially significant deviations in a variety of
channels simultaneously, since (a) they affect the couplings
of the Higgs to gauge bosons and (b) the constraints from
EWPO are weak [2]. A comprehensive study of Higgs
production in a variety of channels at a linear collider
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would allow one to disentangle possible effects from dif-
ferent classes of effective operators, thereby providing new
clues about physics at high scales.9
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